Big enough for your job.
Small enough to care.

The Sheffer Advantage
High-integrity supplier: We commit – we deliver!
Unparalleled customer solutions
Industry-exclusive “Three or Free” Guarantee:
Gold Program orders ship in three business days
or the order is free.
Industry-leading, three-year product warranty
Custom cylinder quotations in
three days or less
Online product configurator with
downloadable models
Direct access to our design engineers
Access to decision makers

Experience The Sheffer Advantage
Quality, performance and durability you can trust
Better quality. Reduced downtime. Lower operating costs.
They’re all part of The Sheffer Advantage.
While some companies make these promises without
measurement, Sheffer can really deliver. That’s because
we’ve always put the end user first. And that has made us
the benchmark by which other cylinder manufacturers are
measured.
It’s because we’ve been doing only one thing and doing it
very well since 1952 – making cylinders. We have decades of
success stories and satisfied customers to back up our
guarantees of quality, performance and ROI.
At Sheffer, we are big enough to get the job done better
than anyone else. Yet, we are small enough to care about
our customers and get to know their problems and needs on
an individual basis.
So don’t settle for less than the best. Experience the
difference for yourself, and get The Sheffer Advantage.

Surpassing Your Support Expectations
Your satisfaction always comes first
We aren’t just your resource for first-class cylinders.
We are also the go-to experts for customer support.
Your cylinder efficiency and functionality directly impact
how your business can run. So when you have a question
or issue, our engineers take it seriously every time. They go
above and beyond, providing on-site visits and follow-up
services to keep you running smoothly. You’ll get personal
attention and effective solutions every time.
Our benefits and priority services are unparalleled in the
industry.

Your free membership includes
Guaranteed shipment of your order
within three business days, or it’s free *

If we ship your order incorrectly, replacement
products will be shipped the next business day

Twenty Four-hour breakdown service with
reduced fees and orders shipped the next
business day

Access to engineering charts, 2-D drawings,
3-D models and more

Learn more or register at sheffercorp.com.
Three-year warranty on all Sheffer products

*Conditions and restrictions apply.

Cylinder Configurator
Your easiest route to optimum performance

Your perfect cylinder match is just a few clicks away.

At Sheffer, we know that you depend on job safety, machine
performance and industry success. And in order to make those
all a reality, we give you cylinder solutions that fit your
applications precisely.
But you don’t need to spend lengthy amounts of time figuring
out what will work best for your company. With our Cylinder
Configurator, you can easily find the ideal cylinder or actuator
for your needs.
You can visit our website to use the Cylinder Configurator
demo, and Gold Program members can download their
results. You just need to enter your specifications and
performance parameters for your particular project, then
simply view and download your drawing or model in your own
CAD format. It’s that simple tto generate your perfect match.

Ready to learn more?
Read
Visit ssheffercorp.com for your easiest cylinder configuration ever.

Product Offerings
Well-crafted, reliable products for any application
Our products are proven to decrease downtime, minimize waste and maximize profits better than any other cylinders on the
market today. From common uses to custom applications, small to large scale, we can deliver the solutions you need.

Pneumatic

Hydraulic

A Series
heavy-duty
pneumatic cylinders

HH Series
heavy-duty
hydraulic cylinders

MH Series
medium-duty
hydraulic cylinders

MA Series
medium-duty
pneumatic cylinders

UH Series
ultra-high-pressure
hydraulic cylinders

C20 Series
cast-iron
pneumatic cylinders

Electronic Positioning
AA Series
low-cost aluminum
pneumatic cylinders

These devices are
required for many
control circuits and
monitoring systems.

Custom
CL Series
heavy-duty clamp
pneumatic cylinders

We manufacture specialty
cylinders that other
companies can’t make or
are reluctant to try.
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